
How is it possible, that you have an excellent track record of work and experience and that 

thank God you are a Christian and have been able to enjoy the wonders that God has given 

us in people in nature.  Do you not wish the same for others, to serve others?  It is 

necessary, but sharing and letting others enjoy life, their environment, their homes and all 

the wonderful places that we have here, is part of their service to others and pleases God.  

As well as you have been able to enjoy, now we as owners and neighbors of this beautiful 

place, we also wish it.  Here you can find many families in their golden years and older, and 

many more young people, children whom we have to encourage to enjoy more nature and 

live more as a family, love nature, recover lost values.  We take care of our neighbor and 

animals and even more, those who by right live freely here, wild animals:  bears, deer, 

rabbits, mountain lions, wild turkeys among many more.  This is a rural area, we know that 

perhaps we would live more comfortably, if the services improved but that we still love our 

place, our nature, the peace that is lived here, without much traffic, without pollution and 

the wonderful view of the city, which is not the same as living below in the city.  Do not 

allow the beauty of this valley to be affected by the construction of more houses.  This 

would cause great chaos in the avenues and streets adjacent to this Community, in times of 

fires we run a lot of risk and we have to find a quick way out and prepare to lose our 

properties or even life itself! Now imagine what would happen with the increase of more 

houses, more people, more cars.  Already we have discomfort with the noisy brake of the 

trailers that travel on highway 115 and by the cars that do not respect the traffic signs. Now 

even worse the unpleasant state of the roads, the plains with very large weeds, garbage, 

holes in the road and that the speed where wild animals cross is not respected, there are 

other priorities to leave and give permission to third parties to come to build just to 

generate more money, regardless of the lives of others. 

You will not live here to deal with those problems.  Mr. Mientka much less, then because 

the desire to make our community bigger and more problematic.  With more of everything, 

more problems will come.  The construction personnel who do not respect green areas, 

they destroy the environment around and the noise they make, we would lose our 

tranquility for a long time and wildlife will disappear.  Please, not everything in life is 

money and you are here to listen to us and help us and together become aware of all that 

this would cause in our neighborhood. 

The city is growing incredibly,  but it is not necessary to end our forests, mountains, green 

areas and wildlife.  We are used to living with them and we love and care for them.  We take 

precautions not to disturb them and to protect them.  Mr. Mientka's plans to make new 

houses, small rooms, and that people live so close to each other without privacy or gardens 

at exorbitant and high prices is crazy!  Maybe that does not matter to you -the same as he 

does, but this is how he convinced you to vote for his project.  Think of so many families 

that will be affected in many ways, only by the greed of wanting to build here, destroying 

the peace and tranquility that is breathed here.  The traffic that will be added and  the 

construction time that all this will take, it is a tremendous madness to allow this type 

housing. People are only thinking about filling their pockets and well-being and come 

to  move in and now support this absurd construction plan and that will surely be small 

and very expensive, and this will result in higher water, electricity and gas bills that will 

surely be reflected in our taxes This is a beautiful state that unfortunately no one takes care 

of , there is a lack of security -there are too many homeless, robberies from home, vehicle 

robberies, robberies of people on the street, tourists, there is no security in certain areas, in 



upper or upper middle class areas imagine in the lower class, but even so, thank God we 

feel safe to have the Army and the Air Force close by- we feel safe and we thank everyone 

for their services and the veterans like you who gave many years of their lives to the 

protection of this excellent country.  We keep them in prayer daily together with their 

families.  We only ask please for your cooperation and that the environment that we have 

cost to maintain with sacrifice is not destroyed.  I write to you as a member of this 

community that respectfully admires your career and hopes that you will attend to our 

request, I fully trust God and leave everything to his will, God bless you forever.  

 

 


